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Abstract—In this paper, we study the benefit of Joint Network
Channel Coding (JNCC) and Decoding (JNCD) for half-duplex
slow fading Multiple-Access Multiple-Relay Channels (MAMRC),
defined as follows: (1) Multiple statistically independent sources
communicate with a single destination with the help of multiple
relays; (2) Each relay is half-duplex; (3) The links between the
different nodes are subject to slow fading and additive white
Gaussian noise; (4) Some links interfere. Channel State Information
(CSI) is available only at the receivers (relays or destination)
and assumed perfect. While the Multiple Access (MA) function is
presented generically depending on how the resources are allocated
to the sources and relays, the emphasis is on the most spectrallyefficient Non-Orthogonal Multiple-Access (NOMA) where sources
and cooperating relays interfere. The relays perform JNCC in
combination with Selective Relaying (SR), meaning that they
forward a function of the correctly decoded sources’ packets to the
destination. Practical linear JNCC schemes and the corresponding
JNCD architectures are described in detail for NOMA, and shown
to perform close to the theoretical limits.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Context and motivation
Network coding is a relatively recent and powerful concept
where intermediate nodes in a multiterminal network, acting
as both senders and receivers, not only route but also perform
algebraic operations on incoming data flows. The concept was
initially proposed by Ahlswede et al. for wired or wireless mesh
networks and single source multicast transmission [1]. Since
then, a considerable amount of research has been conducted to
extend the concept to wireless environments. In particular, multisource unicast or multicast transmission scenarios raise a number
of challenging issues. This paper focuses on a special case of
multiterminal network, referred to as Multiple-Access MultipleRelay Channel (MAMRC). It can be seen as a generalization
of the Relay Channel (RC), introduced by van der Meulen
[2], and the white Gaussian Multiple Access Relay Channel
(MARC) studied by Kramer and Wijngaarden [3]. An (M, L, 1)
slow-fading half-duplex MAMRC is defined as follows: (1)
M statistically independent sources communicate with a single
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destination with the help of L relays; (2) Each relay is halfduplex; (3) The links between the different nodes are subject to
slow fading and additive white Gaussian noise; (4) Some links
interfere. Moreover, Channel State Information (CSI) is available
only at the receivers and assumed perfect.
Signal superposition at the relays and destination, which
arises as a consequence of the broadcast nature of wireless
environments, complicates cooperative communications substantially. Orthogonality (in either time, frequency, or code space)
is the easiest, albeit most inefficient way to cope with interference. Most previous work dealing with network coding
for (M, L, 1)-MAMRC actually assumes Orthogonal MultipleAccess (OMA). This is not the right approach, however, since,
from an information-theoretic viewpoint, OMA on (slow) fading
channels is known to be strictly suboptimal compared to NonOrthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA).
In order to cope with the random nature of wireless environments, more specifically to address the issue of errorprone source-to-relay links, Selective Relaying (SR) is adopted,
meaning that the relays forward a function of the correctly
decoded sources’ packets to the destination. SR has several
advantages, especially under NOMA: (1) It prevents error propagation from the relays to the destination; (2) It reduces the
energy consumption at the relays and the level of interference
in the network; (3) Sources with poor source-to-relay links
will not prevent relays from helping other sources experiencing
better link conditions. On the other hand, SR requires Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) bits to be appended to each source
packet, and additional side information at the destination (e.g.,
by means of an in-band control signal) to specify when a relay
cooperates.
From a pure coding perspective, the objective is to achieve the
full diversity order and to maximize the coding gain. Different
approaches exsist. Separate Network-Channel Coding (SNCC)
treats network and channel coding separately without properly
exploiting the redundant information. Channel coding is used to
transform the links of MAMRC into equivalent block-erasure
channels. At the network layer, network coding is performed
(at block or packet level) on the abstracted physical layer. At
the receiver side, channel decoding and network decoding are
also performed separately and successively, which is inherently
sub-optimal. In contrast, the rationale behind Joint Network-

Channel Coding (JNCC) is to exploit and optimize channel and
network redundancy jointly, even though a clear distinction can
remain between channel code design on one side, and network
code design on the other side, notably to guarantee structural
desired properties to the overall code. A joint treatment is
also performed at the destination, referred to as Joint NetworkChannel Decoding (JNCD).
B. Recent related work
SNCC/SNCD and JNCC/JNCD, both in combination with
SR, were analyzed from an information outage perspective in
[4] and [5], [6], respectively. Various linear SNCC/SNCD were
proposed for the slow-fading half-duplex (M, L, 1)-OMAMRC,
operating either on the binary field or high-order Galois fields
[7]–[9]. In particular, [9] proves that a necessary and sufficient
condition for SNCC to achieve the full diversity order is to
impose on the network code to be Maximum Distance Separable
(MDS). [9] also devotes a brief section to non-orthogonal
links (referred to as SO-MAMRC-I in the following). Practical
JNCC/JNCD schemes, in combination with SR, were investigated for the slow-fading half-duplex (M, L, 1)-OMAMRC in
[10] and for the slow-fading half-duplex (2, 1, 1)-NOMARC in
[11] (degenerated case, single relay).
C. Contribution
We now summarize the main contributions of this paper: (1)
We investigate JNCC/JNCD, in combination with SR, for the
slow fading half-duplex (M, L, 1)-MAMRC, thus generalizing
previous work [10], [11]; (2) Two different forms of linear
network coding are proposed and compared: on the one hand,
Galois Field Network Coding (GFNC), provably full diversity,
and, on the other hand, a special type of Binary Field Network
Coding (BFNC) referred to as Bit-Interleaved XOR (BI-XOR).
For channel coding, turbo codes are employed to encode the
sources’ packets, while punctured convolutional codes are used
at the relays; (3) Finally, a factor graph based JNCD is presented,
based on the sum-product algorithm [12]. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system
model. In Section III, we detail each aspect of our JNCC/JNCD
framework. Numerical results are presented and commented in
IV. Section V concludes the paper.
D. Notation
In the sequel, we use boldface small and capital letters to
denote vectors and matrices, respectively. Let A be a matrix
with ith row ai and j th column aj , entry (i, j) is denoted ai,j
or equivalently [A]i,j . The n-square identity matrix is denoted
In . 0n and 1n stand for n-tuples of zeros and ones, respectively.
Let xS denote the vector [xs1 , . . . , xs|S| ]> , where > is the
transpose operator. Similarly, we define the block vector xS
>
>
as [x>
s1 , . . . , xs|S| ] . Calligraphic upper case letters are used to
denote finite ordered sets of the form S = {s1 , . . . , s|S| } where
|S| is the cardinality of the set S. The empty set is denoted by
{∅}. Finite field (Galois filed) of order 2q is denoted by F2q .
Given a condition C we define 1{C} as an indicator function,
i.e., 1{C} = 1 if C is true and 1{C} = 0 otherwise.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Generic description
We consider a set of M statistically independent sources
S = {s1 , . . . , sM }. Each source s ∈ S wants to communicate
s
its packet us ∈ FK
of Ks information bits to a common
2
destination d with the help of a set of relays R = {r1 , . . . , rL }.
The set of all nodes of (M, L, 1)-MAMRC is denoted by
N = S ∪ R ∪ {d}. At a given time instant, a transmitting
node a ∈ N is said to belong to R if it tries to forward a
helpful signal for the other nodes, otherwise it belong to S.
Each source s is equipped with one transmit antenna, and the
destination is equipped with md receive antennas. Each relay is
equipped one transmit antenna and mr ≥ 1 receive antennas.
All sources are symmetric, i.e., have the same transmission rate,
power, priority, and Ks = K, ∀ s ∈ S. The overall transmission
spreads over N channel uses that are divided into T consecutive
time slots with T ∈ {2, . . . , M + L}. The number of channel
uses in time
i is denoted by Ni under the constraints Ni ∈ N
Pslot
T
and N = i=1 Ni . During time slot i, a set of nodes, denoted
by Ti ⊆ S ∪ R, are allowed to transmit simultaneously (and
thus interfere). Clearly, the relays need to listen to at least one
time slot, meaning that T1 ⊆ S. At the beginning of time slot
i ∈ {2, . . . , T }, each relay r ∈ Ti tries to decode the packets sent
by the sources using the received (possibly interfering) signals
from the sources and the other previously activated relays (if
any). For simplicity, a relay node is not allowed to transmit
within more than one time slot. The time slot during which a
relay r can transmit is given by tr ∈ {2, . . . , T }. Let Sr ⊆ S
denotes the maximum set of sources that the relay r can decode
without errors, referred to as decoding set. Sr = {∅} means
that the relay r remains idle. Based on Sr ⊆ S, each relay
r
generates a network coded packet, denoted by ur ∈ FK
2 , of
Kr information bits. We fix Ks = Kr = K, and define the
individual spectral efficiency as R = K/N . During the time slot
i, where i ∈ {1, . . . , T }, the received signal at node b ∈ N \Ti
is given by
X√
γa,b ha,b xa,i,k + nb,i,k ,
(1)
yb,i,k =
a∈Ti

where k = 1, . . . , Ni , and xa,i,k ∈ C is the transmitted symbol.
The received samples form the matrix Yb,i ∈ Cmb ×Ni . The
additive noise vectors nb,i,k and the channel fading vectors ha,b
are independent identical distributed (i.i.d.) and follow a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian pdf CN (0, Imb ). The channel
vectors ha,b stay constant during the overall transmission and
change independently from one transmission to the next (slow
fading). γa,b is the average received power at the receiver b from
transmitter a. Shadowing and the pathloss can be included in
γa,b . Yd denotes the received samples at the destination during
N channel uses.PYr denotes the received samples at the relay
tr −1
r during Nr = i=1
Ni channel uses.
B. Examples of MAMRC with interference
1) Non-Orthogonal MAMRC (NOMAMRC): The sources
transmit simultaneously during the first phase and also during

the second phase together with the relays. In this case, T = 2,
T1 = S, where N1 = αN , and T2 = S ∪ R, where N2 = ᾱN ,
where α ∈]0, 1], and ᾱ = 1 − α.
2) Semi-Orthogonal MAMRC type I (SOMAMRC-I): The
sources transmit simultaneously during the first phase and stay
idle during the second phase while the relays transmit simultaneously. Hence, T = 2, T1 = S, where N1 = αN , and T2 = R,
where N2 = ᾱN .
3) Semi-Orthogonal MAMRC type II (SOMAMRC-II): Each
source transmits during αN /M channel uses. Then, the relays
and the sources are transmitting simultaneously. In this case, T
= M + 1, Ti = {si }, for i = 1, . . . , M where Ni = αN /M ,
and TM +1 = R ∪ S, where NM +1 = ᾱN . This access scheme,
originally introduced in [5], represents an interesting option to
decrease the receiver complexity at the relays (which could be
a desired feature in some cooperative networks).
III. JNC D ISTRIBUTED CODING AND DECODING OF
NOMAMRC
In this section, we explain when and how the JNCC is
performed, detail the structure of the encoders, and provide an
complete algorithmic description of the JNCD based on factor
graphs and the sum-product algorithm [12]. We intentionally
focus on the NOMAMRC, i.e., T = 2, T1 = S and T2 = S ∪ R,
because it is the most complicated scenario.
A. Coding at the sources
The sources’ packets (information bits and checks of CRC
codes) are binary vectors us ∈ FK
2 of length K. Each source
basically employs a Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM)
[13]. Binary vectors are first encoded with linear binary codes
ns
ns
Cs : FK
2 −→ F2 into binary codewords cs ∈ F2 . For Cs
we choose a puncturing systematic turbo codes of coding rate
ws . Each Cs consists of: (1) Two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders with generator matrix Gs (D), concatenated in parallel using optimized semi-random interleaver π;
(2) A puncturing pattern that is responsible of configuring the
rate of the turbo code ws , and generating the turbo codeword
cs ∈ Fn2 s ; (3) A puncturing vector, denote by ps ∈ Fn2 s ,
responsible of selecting witch parts of cs will be send in each
time slot. For the first transmission phase, the coded bits cs
are first punctured following the puncturing vector ps . The
n
resulting bits cs,1 are then bit-interleaved into bs,1 ∈ F2 s,1
using πs,1 . Each interleaved binary codeword bs,1 is mapped
by a memoryless modulator φs : Fq2s → Xs to the modulated
sequence xs,1 ∈ XsN1 . For the second transmission phase,
the coded bits that are punctured during the first phase forms
n
cs,2 ∈ F2 s,2 , where ns = ns,1 +ns,2 . cs,2 are bit-interleaved into
n
bs,2 ∈ F2 s,2 using πs,2 . Then mapped by φs to the modulated
sequence xs,2 ∈ XsN2 .
B. Relaying Function
At the end of the first phase, the relays try to decode the
packets of the sources, processing the received samples Yr,1
(the processing time is neglected). Joint multiser detection and
decoding is performed by means of the sum-product algorithm.

Since this part is standard (see e.g., [14]), details are omitted.
Based on CRC checks, relays can decide if a source’s packet is
correctly decoded or not. When a relay r ∈ R decides to transmit
(i.e., has correctly decoded at least one packet), it applies a
local network coding function Fr : FK×M
→ FK
2 to generate
2
its network coded packet. Let ur = Fr (us1 , . . . , usM ) be the
relay binary network coded packet of length K. Any incorrectly
decoded source’s packet will be replaced by 0K . the detailed
structure of Fr will be discussed in Sec. III-C. Each cooperating
relay employs a BICM. Binary network coded packets are
nr
encoded with linear binary codes Cr : FK
2 → F2 into binary
nr
codewords cr,2 ∈ F2 . Cr consists of a rate-1/2 RSC encoder
with generator matrix Gr (D), followed by a puncturing vector
pr that gives more importance to parity bits than systematic
bits. The final coding rate of the punctured code Cr is denoted
by wr . The binary codeword cr,2 is then bit-interleaved into
br,2 ∈ Fn2 r using πr,2 . The interleaved binary codeword br,2
is mapped by a memoryless modulator φr : Fq2r → Xr to
the modulated sequence xr,2 ∈ XrN2 . The relation between the
s
different parameters are R = qs ws and α = 1 − qqrs w
wr .
Note 1: To let the destination detect which of the frames are
included in a relay’s transmitted signal, each relay transmits a
side information (M additional bits) to indicate its state. This
side information is perfectly known at the destination.
Note 2: The separate functions Fr , which are applied locally
at each relay, can be seen as components of a global function
denoted by Fnc : FK×M
→ F2K×L , referred to as global network
2
coding function.
C. Linear network coding
In GFNC, the network coded packet at the relay r ∈ R can
be expressed as
!
X
−1
ur = Fr (us1 , . . . , usM ) = ψ
αs,r ∗ ψ(us ) , (2)
s∈S
K/q

where ψ : FK
is a function that converts a vector of
2 → F2q
bits of length K into a P
vector of F2q elements of length K/q
(q ≥ 2), ψ −1 its inverse,
and ∗ are the sum and multiplication
operators in F2q , and αs,r ’s are the network coding coefficients
in F2q . Any incorrectly decoded packet in (2) will be replaced
by the all-zeros vector 0K . Using the binary representation of
elements in F2q , we can equivalently write (2) as
ur =

X

⊕Gs,r us 1{s∈Sr } ,

(3)

s∈S

P
where
⊕ represents the sum operator in F2 , and Gs,r is a
K × K binary matrix depends on the chosen coefficients αs,r .
The matrix Gs,r has the form Gs,r = IK/q ⊗ G(αs,r ) where
G(αs,r ) is a q × q binary matrix which depends on the network
coding coefficient αs,r . In BFNC, the network coded packet at
the relay r ∈ R is given by
Hr ur =

X
s∈S

⊕Hs,r us 1{s∈Sr } ,

(4)

where Hr , and Hs,r , for all s ∈ S, and r ∈ R are K × K
binary matrices. From (3) and (4), a direct relation between the
BFNC and the GFNC is seen, both coding schemes are similar
if Hr = IK and Hs,r = Gs,r . Thus, code designs for GFNC
can be directly translated to code designs for BFNC, but the
converse is not true in general.
We now go one step further into the description of the two
proposed coding strategies:
1) GFNC with coefficients chosen from MDS codes and randomly interleaved packets: Each relay r generates its network
coded packet using the following operation
ũr =

X

⊕Gs,r ũs,r 1{s∈Sr } ,

(5)

s∈S

where ũs,r = Πs,r (us ), and ũr = Πr (ur ) are interleaved versions of the packets of the sources and the relay network coded
packet, respectively. The interleavers Πs,r , Πr are independent
pseudo random interleavers of length K. They are used to limit
the detrimental effect of short cycles on the performance of the
sum-product algorithm. If the network coding coefficients are
chosen from [M +L, M, L+1] Reed-Solomon codes, then GFNC
achieves the full diversity order.
2) BI-XOR based network coding, initially proposed in [15]:
Each relay r generates its network coded packet using (5) by
replacing Gs,r by IK . BI-XOR based network coding has the
flexibility and simplicity of (linear) random network codes. Furthermore, BI-XOR based network coding can achieve a diversity
order close to the full diversity order with high probability [15,
Theorem 5].
D. Joint network channel decoding at the destination
The destination implements JNCD and starts decoding at the
end of the second phase by processing the received samples Yd,1
and Yd,2 (see (1)), and taking into account the side information
transmitted by the cooperating relays. The maximum a posteriori
decoding rule is given by

where ΞB is the characteristic function for B, the behavioral
modeling of JNCC at the destination that captures the relationship between the different variables of the system. (a) Follows
from using the Bayes rule, and the assumption that sources’
packets have uniform priors. (b) Follows from the system model
assumptions detailed in II.A and II.B. The characteristic function
ΞB can be factorized into many sub-characteristic functions as
ΞB (uS∪Ra , cS,1 , cS∪Ra ,2 , bS,1 , bS∪Ra ,2 , xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 )
2  Y
Y
= ΞFnc (uS ,uRa )
ΞCa (ua , ca,i )
i=1

Y
a∈Ti

a∈Ti

Ξπa,i (ca,i , ba,i )
|
{z
}

=1{ba,i =πa,i (ca,i )}

Y
a∈Ti

 (7)
Ξφa (ba,i , xa,i ) ,
|
{z
}

=1{xa,i =φa (ba,i )}
∆

where T1 = S, T2 = S ∪ Ra , and where Ra = {r ∈ R :
Sr 6= ∅} is the set of active relays in the second time slot.
ΞFnc , ΞCa , Ξπa , and Ξφa represent the characteristic functions
of the behavioral modeling of the global network encoder, the
channel encoder, the channel interleaver, and the modulator of
a ∈ {s, r}, respectively. The characteristic function ΞFnc can be
factorized as
Y
ΞFr (uSr , ur ),
(8)
ΞFnc (uS , uRa ) =
r∈Ra

where ΞFr (uSr , ur ) represents the characteristic function of the
behavioral modeling of the local network coding function given
by (5). Finally, the characteristic function ΞFr can be factorized
as


Y

ΞΠs,r (us , ũs,r ) 
ΞFr (uSr , ur ) = 
ΞΠr (ur , ũr )

{z
}
|
{z
} |
s∈S
r

1{ũr =

=1{ũs,r =Πs,r (us )}

P

⊕Gs,r ũs,r }

=1{ũr =Πr (ur )}

(9)

.

s∈Sr

Fig. 1 depicts the factor graph representing the factorization
(7), when Ra = R and Sr = S, ∀r ∈ R. Fig. 2 shows the factor
(6a) graph representing the factorization (8) and (9) for a (2, 2, 1)ûs,k = arg max P (us,k |Yd , B)
us,k ∈F2
MAMRC. A brute-force approach to evaluate the marginal a
X
posteriori probability P (us,k |Yd , B) in (6) is of course in= arg max
us,k ∈F2
tractable.
We thus resort to the sum-product algorithm [3]. Since
∼{us,k }
the overall factor graph has cycles, the algorithm is applied
p(uS∪Ra , cS,1 , cS∪Ra ,2 , bS,1 , bS∪Ra ,2 , xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 , Yd ) iteratively. As well known, the message-passing schedule may
× ΞB (uS∪Ra , cS,1 , cS∪Ra ,2 , bS,1 , bS∪Ra ,2 , xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 ) impact the convergence. Once it is specified, messages along the
(6b) edges connecting the different nodes of the factor graph circulate
X
until convergence (to approximate marginals). In our case, each
(a)
= arg max
p(Yd,1 , Yd,2 |xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 )
iteration comprises the following steps:
us,k ∈F2
∼{us,k }
1) Demapping: Compute the messages µφa →ba,i,k (ba,i,k ),
× ΞB (uS∪Ra , cS,1 , cS∪Ra ,2 , bS,1 , bS∪Ra ,2 , xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 )
where a ∈ {s, r}, i = 1, 2, and k = 1, . . . , na , using the
(6c)
channel observations Yd,i and the messages of the variable
!
2 Y
X
Y
nodes
µba0 ,i,k0 →φa0 (ba0 ,i,k0 ), (a0 , k 0 ) 6= (a, k), and route
(b)
= arg max
p(Yd,i |xTi ,i )
them,
through
the interleaver connections, to the variables
us,k ∈F2
∼{us,k } i=1 a∈Ti
nodes ca,i,k .
× ΞB (uS∪Ra , cS,1 , cS∪Ra ,2 , bS,1 , bS∪Ra ,2 , xS,1 , xS∪Ra ,2 ) 2) Channel decoding of the sources: Compute the messages
(6d)
µCs →cs,i,k (cs,i,k ) and µCs →us,` (us,` ), where ` = 1, . . . , K.

maximum number of iterations is reached, the iterative
process stops. Else another iteration is performed.
E. Network decoding
In this section, we detail the messages generated by the
network decoder. The messages generated from Fnc to ur,` ,
where r ∈ Ra , and ` = 1, . . . , K are given by
X
µFnc →ur,` (ur,` ) =
ΞFnc (uS , uRa )
∼{ur,` }

Y

µur0 ,`0 →Fnc (u

r 0 ,`0

)

(10)

K
Y Y

µus,`0 →Fnc (u

s,`0

).

s∈S `0 =1

(r 0 ,`0 )6=(r,`)

We further simplify (10) by only considering the check equation
provided by r (separately from the other relays). In this case,
the messages generated from Fnc to ur,` , are given by
Fig. 1. Factor graph representing the factorization in (6) and (7) for a (M, L, 1)NOMAMRC when Ra = R, and Sr = S, ∀r ∈ R.

µFnc →ur,` (ur,` ) = µFr →ur,` (ur,` ) =

X

ΞFr (uS , uRa )

∼{ur,` }

Y

µur,`0 →Fr (ur,`0 )

`0 6=`

K
Y Y

µus,`0 →Fr (us,`0 ).

s∈S `0 =1

(11)
Similarly, the messages generated from the check nodes Fr , to
us,` , where s ∈ Sr , and ` = 1, . . . , K, are given by
µFr →us,` (us,` ) =

X

ΞFr (uSr , ur )

∼{us,` }
K
Y
`0 =1

(12)
µur,`0 →Fr (ur,`0 )

Y

µus0 ,`0 →Fr (us0 ,`0 ).

(s0 ,`0 )6=(s,`)

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Fig. 2. Factor graph representing the factorization (8) and (9) for a (2, 2, 1)NOMAMRC when Ra = R, and Sr = S, ∀r ∈ R.

3) Network decoding: Compute the messages µFnc →ur,` (ur,` ).
4) Channel decoding of the relays: Compute the messages
µCr →cr,2,k (cr,2,k ) and µCr →ur,` (ur,` ).
5) Network
decoding:
Compute
the
messages
µFnc →us,` (us,` ).
6) Based on the product of all incoming messages at the nodes
ua,` , where a ∈ {s, r}, and ` = 1, . . . , K, hard decisions
are made to obtain the estimates ûa . Then, CRC checks
are performed to extract the correctly decoded frames.
Finally, separate network decoding is performed on the
correctly decoded messages. For GFNC, decoding can be
performed using Gauss-Jordan elimination. For BI-XORbased or XOR-based network coding, if a network coded
packet of a relay r and |Sr | − 1 packets of the sources
in Sr are correctly decoded then all the packets of Sr are
correctly decoded.
7) If the M source packets are correctly decoded or if the

There are, of course, an infinity of MAMRC configurations
(SNR distribution, transmission rate, number of sources, number
of relays, etc.). By carefully selecting a few configurations as
examples, our intention is to better understand how the different
coding strategies perform when different access schemes are
used. Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
coding schemes, we compare their performance, evaluated in
terms of individual Block Error Rate (BLER), with the individual
outage probability pind
out computed for i.i.d. Gaussian entries (see
[5], [6] for further details). Outage probabilities can be used as
tight lower bounds on the BLER of practical codes (i.e., from
finite alphabets, with finite length around few hundreds channel
uses) [16]. Each source packet has a length K = 256 information
bits. The sources use identical punctured turbo codes, with
coding rate ws = 1/3, made of two 4-state
rate-1/2 RSC
h
i
1+D 3
encoders with generator matrix Gs (D) = 1 1+D+D
2 +D 3 .
The relays use 16-state
rate-1/2 RSC encoders
with generator
h
i
1+D 3 +D 4
matrix Gr (D) = 1 1+D+D
2 +D 3 +D 4 . Systematic bits are
entirely punctured. Hence, the rate of the punctured code is
wr = 1. The proposed constituent codes are given only as an
example to illustrate the benefits of our approach.

Fig. 4. IBLER and pind
out , (2, 2, 1)-SOMAMRC-I, R = 2/3 (b./c.u), α = 2/3.
Fig. 3. IBLER and

pind
out ,

(2, 2, 1)-NOMAMRC, R = 2/3 (b./c.u), α = 2/3.

In the first set of simulations, we consider (2, 2, 1)SOMAMRC-I and (2, 2, 1)-NOMAMRC. We choose γr,d =
γs,d = γs,r = γ, when md = 1, and γr,d = γs,d = γ, and
γs,r = 100γ, when md = 4. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the results.
We observe that:
•

•

•

The performance of BI-XOR based network coding and
GFNC are identical for (2, 2, 1)-SOMAMRC-I and very
close for (2, 2, 1)-NOMAMRC. Unlike GFNC, BI-XOR
based network coding does not achieve the full diversity
order. The performance curve starts slightly deviating from
the one of GFNC at high SNR;
As expected, XOR based network coding (where the relays
directly perform XOR operations on the bits of the correctly
decoded sources’ packets without interleaving) does not
achieve the full diversity;
The IBLER curves of BI-XOR based network coding
and GFNC are 2.5 dB away from the individual outage
probability curves for both md = 1 and md = 4.

In the second set of simulations, we further investigate the
potential of BI-XOR based network coding, much more flexible
and simpler to implement than GFNC. We compare the IBLER
of four (2, L, 1)-SOMAMRC Type I, where L = 1, 2, 3, 4,
and three (2, L, 1)-NOMAMRC, where L = 1, 2, 3. Although
the different networks have the same spectral efficiency, it is
clear that the ones with the highest number of relays achieve
better diversity orders. We choose γr,d = γs,d = γs,r = γ
and md = 2. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the results. We see that
the diversity order achieved by BI-XOR based network coding
increases with the number of the relays. Even if BI-XOR based
network coding does not achieve the full diversity order for
L ≥ 2, its performance is still approximately 2 dB away from
the individual outage probability in the SNR region of interest.
Based on the first set of simulations, we conjecture that, in this
SNR range, the performance of GFNC will be very close to

Fig. 5. IBLER and pind
out , (2, L, 1)-SOMAMRC-I, where L = 1, 2, 3, 4, R =
2/3 (b./c.u), α = 2/3 and md = 2.

the one of BI-XOR network coding. But this remains to be
confirmed. On the other hand, we are sure that XOR based
network coding will not give better results, since it is well known
that the diversity order achieved by XOR based network coding
cannot increase with the number of relays.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated cooperative strategies
for the slow-fading half-duplex MAMRC. We have described
in detail when and how JNCC is performed at the relays, in
combination with SR, and how JNCD can be efficiently implemented with the sum-product algorithm at the destination. Two
different types of linear network coding have been proposed, one
operating on the binary field (BI-XOR) and another operating

[13] G. Caire, G. Taricco, and E. Biglieri, “Bit-interleaved coded modulation,”
IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, vol. 44, no. 3, pp. 927–946, May 1998.
[14] J. Boutros and G. Caire, “Iterative multiuser joint decoding: Unified
framework and asymptotic analysis,” IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. 48,
no. 7, pp. 1772–1793, Jul. 2002.
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[16] E. Malkamaki and H. Leib, “Coded diversity on block-fading channel,”
IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, vol. 45, no. 2, pp. 771–781, Mar. 1999.

Fig. 6. IBLER and pind
out , (2, L, 1)-NOMAMRC, where L = 1, 2, 3, R = 2/3
(b./c.u), α = 2/3 and md = 2.

on higher-order Galois fields (GFNC), and their performance
compared in a variety of scenarios. Although it does not achieve
the full diversity order, BI-XOR based netork coding represents
an appealing alternative to GFNC due to its inherent flexibility
and implementation simplicity.
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